MEETING AGENDA
MEETING:
LOCATION:
DATE & TIME:

Valley Communications Center (VCC) Administration Board
VCC Board Room
Friday, March 4, 2016 at 1000 hours

If an item below is bolded, related documents follow the agenda
1. Welcome and Introductions
2. Report from any Member
a. PSAP CIP Addendum Letter
b. Facilities Agenda Report
3. Report Operations Board
a. King County Airport Letter to Valley Com
4. Report from Executive Director
5. Action Items by consent - (items a & b)
a. Meeting Minutes Approval from the February 5, 2016 meeting
b. Voucher Approval (separate file)
c. Project Approval Process
6. Next regular scheduled Admin Board and PDA meeting – April 1, 2016
7. Adjourn

A Nationally Accredited Communications Center

February 12, 2016
King County Councilmember Dave Upthegrove, Chair
Budget & Fiscal Management Committee
King County Courthouse
516 Third Avenue 12th Floor
Seattle, WA 98104
RE: Supplement to PSAP E-911 letter of February 1, 2016
Dear Councilmember Upthegrove and Budget & Fiscal Management Committee Members,
The King County E911 Office recently asked for PSAP endorsement of two CIP projects. The PSAP’s have
reviewed questions that council had for KC E911 and the answers provided. We are including our perspective as
well to assist with improving essential 911 services and infrastructure. We believe that to make these projects
successful they must include PSAP review, involvement and concurrence, as well as subscribe to industry
standard best practices for project design and management.
Specifically, we believe security for both the regular Internet Protocol (IP) connections in the King County E911
and the IP telephony portions of the system are of paramount importance and need to be addressed as soon as
practical. To ensure a successful outcome, we believe it is critical for this project to be well designed, ensure it
incorporates best practices for such systems in the 911 environment, meets all the applicable standards for these
conditions, and accommodates the particular intricacies of the network design for the King County E911 system.
As of February 4th the King County E911 office has been unable to provide any documentation to PSAP’s
showing design work on any component of the network, nor have they documented the system as it currently
exists. We believe this foundational work must be completed before any security assessment or design work can
begin. It is impossible to secure a network without the understanding of the development or implementation
needs.
Furthermore, the King County E911 office has not provided documentation of the completion of a system
network security assessment. These works should, at the very least, outline the state of the existing network, the
vulnerabilities in the existing network, and give an overview of the strategies that could be employed to mitigate
or eliminate the vulnerabilities described.
Additionally, there appears to be no security plan in place for the network. Generally, these plans are built in
conjunction with, or after, the completion of the security assessment. This plan should identify the concrete
measures that the E911 office has selected from the options presented in the security assessment and
recommendations and should outline their strategy for security and the details of how that security will be
implemented and maintained.
Finally, there is no project plan for the implementation of security on the network. The PSAP’s do not
understand the scope of this plan, the budget, the timeline, the risks, the assumptions made about the project, the
schedule, or any of the other critical pieces of this critical and essential project. We believe that this foundational
work must be completed before we expend the necessary money required to ensure that our 911 system is
properly secured.
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Please see our attached comments. Thank you,
PSAP Directors of King County:

Commander Erik Scairpon
Redmond Police Communications

Commander Chris Wilson
Issaquah Communications

Sue Carr
Technical Services Director
University of Washington Police Department

Lora Ueland
Executive Director
Valley Communications Center

Thomas R. Orr
Executive Director
North East King County Regional
Public Safety Communication Agency (NORCOM)

Micki Singer
Support Services Manager
Bothell Police Department

Jo Baumgartner
Communications Manager
Washington State Patrol – District 2 Bellevue

Bob Huebler
Operations Captain
Enumclaw Police Communications

Captain Ron Rassmussen
Communications Section Commander
Seattle Police Department

Kathy Baskin
Police/Fire Communications
Port of Seattle Police Department

CC: Members, King County Council Budget and Fiscal Management Committee, Tom Koney - King County
Executive Deputy Director, Caroline Whalen – County Administrative Officer, Jody Miller – OEM Deputy
Director, Lise Kaye - King County Council Staff
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Security Questions
1. How does this request differ from and/or build upon the $3.8 million E-911 System Security decision
package funded in the 2015/16 budget? If funding for the project and revenue distribution are both
included in the 2015/2016 biennial budget (see response to question 11), why is this request coming
forward in the mid-bi?
The $3.8 million E-911 System Security decision package in the 2015/2016 budget only covers the ongoing
annual costs of this security system, budgeted as $3,248,450 for the biennial. The remaining $580,873 in
the decision package is the biennial cost of the two FTEs that will support this system. The 2015-2016
decision package assumed that the security system would be procured and implemented by the end of
2014, so no funds for the procurement or implementation were included in the decision package.
This mid-biennial request is for a services contract for the procurement and implementation of the security
system from a vendor, since this was not completed by the end of 2014. The estimated $4.9 million in
funds for this service contract includes funds carried over from the 2012 – 2014 budgets as shown below:

Budget
Year
2012

Amount
Purpose
$1,500,000 NG911 Network with Security

2013-2014

$3,353,595 NG911 Network with Security Includes 2012 Carryover

2015-2016

$4,900,000 E-911 System Security Service
Contract - Implementation Includes 2013-2014 Carryover

Outcome
NG911 Network and Database costs were
lower than expected due to no security
costs. Funds carried over to 2013-2014
biennial.
State NG911 Network security assessment
begun, security concerns identified,
although consultant's report not completed
yet. NG911 Network and Database costs
were lower than expected due to no
security costs. Funds carried over to 20152016 biennial.

KC PSAP Comments: The above information indicates that the total cost of security is actually close to $10
million ($9,753,595). A $10 million investment should have rigorous evaluation and planning. The PSAPs
are not aware that such rigor has occurred. The PSAPs are also concerned that security enhancements
have been pending, at least in part, since 2012. This indicates that security projects are not capable of
completion within one year and that there have been significant delays. Thus, even if these mid-biennium
requests are approved it is not realistic that they will be completed in 2016. Therefore, there is sufficient
time to require the full KC IRT and IAG processes before any RFP’s are issued or awarded for the security
project. Following these processes will likely save time by assuring the project is properly planned and
implemented. We understand that there is concern on the part of KC911 in meeting state requirements
and believe that we should keep the state updated on our progress to ensure that there are clear
expectations of how quickly new security protocols can be put into place, and if there are delays, the
reasons for those delays.
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2. Please provide a more detailed cost estimate and cost benefit worksheet.
See attached “E-911 System Security Service Scope of Work and Cost Estimate” for a detailed cost estimate
for the service contract.
Since this is a service contract that will be paid from Account 53105 “Other Contractual Professional
Services”, the same account that all E-911 network costs are paid from, additional cost details were not
itemized in the cost benefit worksheet.
KC PSAP Comments: The PSAPs are most interested in the details of the due diligence exercised in
obtaining these cost estimates as well as the qualifications, background and experience of those who
compiled these estimates. The PSAPs are not aware of a formal RFI/RFQ for such cost estimates or of any
consultant study by which the cost estimates were derived. Until such details are provided the PSAPs
have no basis to concur/not concur on the reasonableness of the cost estimates.
3. Did OEM consider publishing an RFI to help inform the cost estimate?
The cost estimate was based on information provided by the State’s E-911 network security consultant,
since the E-911 Program initially planned to purchase security services from the State’s contract. When
this was determined by Procurement to not be feasible, the cost estimate was updated and used for the
draft RFP.
KC PSAP Comments: As mentioned in No. 1 above, the PSAPs would like more details. The answer states
the “the cost estimate” was updated but does not state “who” updated the information and what they
relied on in making the update. The PSAPs desire sufficient information to assess the expertise involved
and reliability of the information.
4. How to resolve contradiction between “very few” security vendors with specific experience in providing
security to E911 systems and anticipated availability of an “off-the-shelf” solution?
Traditionally E-911 systems have been comprised of closed networks and security was not a concern. With
the advent of Next Generation 911 (NG911), the previously closed networks are being forced to open and
receive input from sources accessible through the public domain. Because this is new to 911,
comprehensive security systems specific to the 911 market are still emerging and there are few vendors
that target only this market. Consequently, it is anticipated that vendors with experience in critical
networks in other government areas and in the private sector will respond with solutions that have been
proven in those markets and have been modified to meet the needs of 911. It is anticipated that these
solutions will largely consist of common off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software components.
KC PSAP Comments: The PSAPs have the same question. The PSAPs do not believe the question was
answered with enough information on which to base a decision. Important and critical detail is needed.
The PSAPs believe a subject matter expert on 911 security should be consulted as to the current state of
security for 911 systems and what “off-the-shelf” systems might meet 911 security requirements. As
presented, the answer represents an opinion from an unknown, unpublished source.
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5. What is the anticipated timing for reaching consensus on appropriate security standards for King County
and its PSAPs?
The E-911 System security proposal is based on national 911 security standards, recommendations from
the State’s E-911 network security consultant, and discussions with Ralph Johnson. The initial “Security for
NG911 Standard” was approved by the National Emergency Number Association (NENA) in 2010. The State
E-911 Advisory Committee approved “E9-1-1 and NG9-1-1 Systems and Network Security Standards for
Washington State Public Safety Answering Points” in 2014. This standard is also based on national 911
security standards, and the State E-911 Office has adopted these standards, including the implementation
schedule. The current State contract required all Counties to certify that they meet the Priority 1 standards
by July 1, 2015, and the E-911 Program Office is working with the PSAPs to ensure that all PSAPs
implement these security requirements. As the national security standards are updated, the State and King
County will ensure that our security standards continue to follow the national standards. These national
and state 911 security standards are already in place, and King County is currently late in certifying to the
state that our PSAPs meet these standards.
KC PSAP Comments: The answer provided does not answer the initial question. The KC E-911 has yet to
consult with the PSAPs and build consensus on appropriate security standards for King County and its
PSAPs. Indeed, this would seem impossible given an earlier response that said security standards are not
yet developed. The PSAPs do not understand what is meant by “the E-911 Program Office is working with
the PSAPs to ensure that all PSAPs implement these security requirements.”
6. Given project delays, why request full appropriation?
An RFP for the E-911 System security solution was developed and submitted to Procurement in 2014, and
was pulled back due to a lack of time to complete the procurement process prior to the end of the year.
The project has been on hold in 2015 waiting for the carryover of funds from 2014 to the current biennial
budget, which has occurred. The two FTEs that were approved in the current biennial budget to support
the security solution have been hired. Everything is in place to proceed once the project is approved by the
Project Review Board. This will be a service contract with a vendor, and the funds to pay for the first year
of the contract were previously appropriated.
KC PSAP Comments: The PSAPs have the same question. The security project has been funded, in part,
since 2012 but has yet to be implemented. The entire $10 million project should go through the Project
Review Board and Interim Advisory Group prior to issuance of an RFP.
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7. Please clarify if the PSAPs are supportive of the E911 security proposal(s) and describe the nature of the
outreach to them.
The E-911 System security solution has been discussed in the PSAP Committee meetings, and the PSAPs
have been supportive of having an appropriate level of security on the E-911 System. The PSAPs do want
this project to go through the Project Review Board process for approval.
The State adopted security standards for PSAPs have been discussed in the PSAP technical meetings with
PSAP IT staff and with the PSAP Committee, and the E-911 Program Office is working with the PSAPs to
ensure that all PSAPs implement these security requirements so King County can meet the state
requirements.
KC PSAP Comments: The PSAPs do believe security is important and vital. The PSAPs have installed their
own security systems and have some experience with security systems. The 911 office has mentioned the
need for security upgrades in PSAP Committee meetings, but they have not been discussed in detail or
otherwise vetted, approved or supported. The PSAPs are not clear about what the 911 office means when
it states, “it is working with the PSAPs to ensure that all PSAPs implement these security requirements.”
Without more detail, the PSAPs cannot agree with this statement.
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Text-to-911 Questions
1. If funding for the project was approved in the 2015/2016 biennial budget (per 8/14/15 business case), why
is this request coming forward in the mid-bi? Why is cost ($288,795 for interim and $313,000 for
integrated solution) so low?
PSB would be better able to answer question one.
On question two, to clarify, Alternative 1 is the implementation of a web solution in the PSAPs to receive
texts-to-911. Alternative 2 is the activation of the capability to receive texts-to-911 in the existing PSAP
equipment, called the integrated solution. Both of these solutions are “interim” text-to-911 solutions that
will be used on a temporary basis until true NG911 texting becomes commercially available.
The costs for these solutions are low. For the web solutions, there is a one-time service implementation
fee, ongoing monthly fees for the service, and the purchase of laptops for PSAPs that do not have existing
computers to utilize for this purpose. Depending on which web solution is selected, one of them has a
higher one-time fee and lower monthly service fees, and the other one has a lower one-time fee and
higher monthly service fees, but the overall cost is similar. For the integrated solution, the PSAP equipment
is already in place. There is a one-time service implementation fee and ongoing monthly fees for the
service, and firewalls will need to be purchased. These are the costs for the interim text-to-911 solutions as
of today.
Since the project forms were submitted, it has become apparent that the integrated solution from Intrado,
our E-911 equipment manufacturer, will not be ready for deployment in a live environment in King County
for a few years, so the E-911 Program Office will be proposing moving forward with a web solution. In
addition, the particular web solution has been selected, so the specific pricing for that solution is now
available.
KC PSAP Comments: The costs described in this answer only refer to technology costs for the E-911 office.
The costs appear low. The PSAPs would be interested in more detail on how the cost figures were
compiled, who compiled them and the sources from which they were derived.
Of important note, is the cost figures above do not include the costs, time and effort required for the
PSAPs to “operationalize” Interim Text to 911 in their respective call centers. Each PSAP will need to
determine work flow, FTE counts, policy and administration related to Interim Text to 911. With limited
space in some centers, centers may need to purchase additional pods, desks , monitors and hardware to
efficiently organize their facilities. The PSAPs do not know whether the E-911 is prepared to reimburse the
911 centers for these costs and do not yet know the scope of these costs. These costs and other
unknowns should be determined before the project is implemented.
If the Integrated Solutions for text-to-911 is not ready for deployment, the PSAPs question whether costs
for the solution can be known with any certainty, and whether preliminary costs should be included at this
point.
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2. Please provide an operational flow chart showing how the system components (e.g. mobile device –
telephone company, Text Control Center, PSAP) interface to process a text sent to 911 for both the interim
solution and an integrated solution, with a companion chart tracking the path of a text sent to 911 under
both systems.
Please see attached Power Point “Text-to-911 Overview”.
KC PSAP Comments: The second page of the chart provided is a very high level overview. As a high level
overview it is missing the level of detail necessary to really map out the entire system and assess whether
all costs/equipment are included. It is also generic and does not address the unique characteristics of the
twelve individual PSAPs in King County.
3. Who pays the Text Control Centers and what are the costs?
There are currently two Text Control Centers (TCCs) operated by the 911 vendors who provide services to
the wireless carriers, Intrado and TCS. Both companies assess one-time and ongoing monthly service fees
to PSAPs who contract for their interim text-to-911 web or integrated solutions. A portion of the TCC costs
are assumed to be incorporated into these service fees. It is also assumed that Intrado and TCS charge the
wireless carriers service costs for the TCCs, since each of the carriers have contracted with one of these
two vendors for 911 services. No other TCC cost information has been revealed by either vendor.
KC PSAP Comments: This is the first that the PSAPs have ever heard that they would be responsible for
monthly service fees related to text-to-911. The KC E-911 office has never discussed with the PSAPs and
has not provided the PSAPs cost estimates. Any fees to be paid by PSAPs, would need to be included in
their respective budgets and their respective governing authorities. For some or all of the PSAPs this will
be difficult to do in 2016 inasmuch as the 2016 budgets are already approved and adopted.
4. Do the PSAPs have adequate bandwidth and the ability to provide a security access point for the web
solution?
The PSAPs will be presented with the option of running the web client on a laptop provided by the E-911
Program Office or on a selected computer on their existing network. Requirements will be supplied to the
PSAPs to better enable them to make the determination of which option will work best. It is then expected
that the PSAPs that opt to host the client on their computers will be able to supply adequate bandwidth
and security. The Program Office will work with the PSAPs that choose E-911 laptops to ensure that
adequate bandwidth and security are available.
KC PSAP Comments: This topic has not been covered in detail with the PSAPs and this is the first that the
PSAPs have heard that they may be required to address bandwidth and security costs and projects related
to interim text-to-911.
Of note is that the above response again only focuses on the “technical” bandwidth where the question is
also asking whether the PSAPs also have the operational staff and work space necessary to incorporate
text to 911. The PSAPs have not even begun the analysis to know what the impact of interim text-to-911
will be on staff and budget nor can they do so with the information thus far provided.
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5. Given project delays, why request full appropriation?
It has taken some time to sort through changing information on the interim text-to-911 solutions. The E911 Program Office has worked with the PSAPs to evaluate the solutions and a web solution has now been
selected to move forward with once the Project Review Board has given their approval. Given that King
County has made commitments to the deaf community to implement text-to-911 as soon as possible, and
given the fact that the other counties in the state have already offered this service to the public, or are
working to do so, it is important for King County to move forward with this service as soon as possible. The
funds for this service have already been appropriate in the 2015-2016 biennial budget.
KC PSAP Comments: The PSAPs believe this is an important question worthy of a much more detailed
response. All of the PSAPs want to be responsive to the deaf community and to offer the best service but
want it to be a system works for them as intended once installed. Nothing could be worse than having the
system fail once the deaf community and others begin to rely on the system. The important need to serve
such groups does not mean that this project should be implemented without due diligence and best
practices in terms of project management and implementation.
The PSAPs also believe that, once Interim Text-to-911, there must be a discussion about continuing the
significant investment in Smart 911 (approximately $618,000 annually – at discount – full cost $1.2 Million
without discount to PSAP knowledge). The KC E-911 originally proposed that one of the main reasons for
purchasing the costly Smart 911 system was to serve the deaf community. Although purchased over 5
years ago, the Smart 911 system is still not operational in the majority of the County and very few
residents have signed up for the service. Further, in actual practice, the Smart 911 system is not designed
well for use by the deaf community to rapidly contact 911 and receive a quick response.
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PSAP Projects Questions
1. Could you please identify the process by which the 3 PSAPs’ workstation requests came forward for
funding approval? We need to know 1) what funding requests have been submitted by the PSAPs (for the
2015/16 biennium, including this mid-bi supplemental), and 2) how are the requests prioritized? If you
have a scoring matrix or evaluation criteria that would be great to see.
The interlocal agreement between King County and the PSAP agencies requires King County to pay for the
installation of the number of 911 call answering workstations necessary for the PSAPs to handle the
incoming 911 calls. The PSAPs are to send the E-911 Program Manager a written request for additional
workstations that the PSAP determines to be needed.
PSAP requests that are consistent with the E-911 agreement and policies are granted and the equipment is
ordered. PSAP request that may not be consistent with the E-911 agreement and policies are put on the
agenda for a PSAP Committee meeting and the Committee makes a recommendation on whether the
request should be approved or not. With the new instructions for all E-911 projects to go through the
Project Review Board process, all PSAP requests for 911 workstations will now go through that process for
approval.
Funds for some PSAP equipment requests are included in Account 56780 in the E-911 Program’s biennial
budget, along with the funds for the hardware refresh of the E-911 equipment according to the equipment
replacement schedule. If PSAP requests are within the amount of funds available, all approved requests
are funded. If PSAP requests exceed the amount of funds available, the PSAP requests are put on the
agenda for a PSAP Committee meeting and the PSAP Committee will recommend priorities for the
requests, with some requests held over until the next biennial.
The three requests from the University of Washington Police Department, the Redmond Police
Department, and the Valley Com PSAPs are the only three 911 equipment requests that have been
received in the 2015-2016 biennial to date.
KC PSAP Comments: All the PSAPs support the requests from UW, Redmond and Valley Communications
because they involve routine refreshing of existing technology. The PSAPs operate in a dynamic
environment and many serve as backups to other PSAPs. Phone trunk lines necessary to receive 911 calls
and consoles necessary to process those calls all use established technology. PSAPs must have the
flexibility to adjust to frequent changes in call loads and other dynamic factors. The PSAPs never
understood that the PRB process would be utilized to screen replacement/refreshment of existing
technology.
The PSAPs would also note that the 3 technology requests are not to support Interim Text or Security
enhancements. At this point, the PSAPs are not in a position to know what to request for technology or
workstations with respect to text-to-911 or to address the “bandwidth and security” issues mentioned in
King County’s response to Question 3.
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AGENDA REPORT
TO:
THROUGH:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Valley Communications Center (VCC) Administration Board
Lora Ueland, Executive Director
March 4, 2016
Facility Projects Update

Console Furniture Replacement in Com Room
Scope: Replace thirteen year‐old console furniture at 16 call receiver positions, 16 dispatcher
positions, 2 supervisor work stations in com room and two positions in the training room,
addition of four call receiver consoles in the com room. Includes sit/stand desks, storage for
electronic components, carpet, individual environment controls and status indicators. Total of
40 consoles.
Financial Impact: Approved budget of $1,014,200. Furniture contract amount is $849,683.70
+ tax. Project will include furniture replacement, carpet replacement, and some technology
changes.
Status: Contract negotiations completed and signed on February 5th. Detailed implementation
plan under development. Public works bid process under way for carpet portion of the project.
Target Completion Date: Original completion date 1Q16, actual completion date expected in
May 2016 due to extended contract negotiations.
Data Center Remediation
Scope: Address HVAC in the Data Center to maintain cooling capacity, regulate humidity and
control air flow for critical VCC infrastructure (CAD, radio, paging components).
Financial Impact: Approved budget of $1.5 million. VCC received 3 bid returns, all significantly
higher than expected. Probable contributing factors for higher cost:
o Market Forces driving construction cost up significantly higher than when project
was originally budgeted.
o Nature of construction in active mission critical data center doesn't allow
contractors to follow normal construction methods, more labor intensive,
increased Project Management & Communication, Method of Procedure driven.
o Increased level of detail for commissioning services.
Status: Will commence negotiating with lowest bidding vendor for contract terms and to
develop a details scope of work.
Target Completion Date: 4Q16. Currently on schedule
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MEETING MINUTES
MEETING:
LOCATION:
DATE:

VCC Administration Board Meeting
VCC Board Room
Friday, February 5, 2016

MEMBERS:

Chair Mayor Ferrell, City of Federal Way
Mayor Cooke, City of Kent
Mayor Backus, City of Auburn
Mayor Law, City of Renton
Mayor Ekberg, City of Tukwila

VISTOR:

David Cline, City of Tukwila
Deanna Gregory, Pacifica Law Group
Chief Church, Kent Police
Chief Sanford, Algona Police

VCC STAFF:

Lora Ueland, Executive Director
Mary Sue Robey, Administrative Services Manager
Kristin Meitzler, Technical Services Manager
Vonnie Mayer, Operations Manager
Sean Morrow, HR Manager

Welcome and Introductions. Chairperson Mayor Ferrell called the meeting to order at 1002
hours. Introductions were made around the room.
Report from Member. None.
Report from OPS Board. Chief Church announced he is the new Chair of the Operations
Board and reported the Operations Board did not meet in January. At the February
Operations Board meeting they will review the proposed Project Approval Process that is
currently being vetted through all of the command levels and will be presented to this Board
for approval in March.
Report from Executive Director.
Personnel.
 The CAD Admin position has been filled by a current employee, Dispatcher Hope
Bourne. She started on January 19th and is currently training and transitioning into her
new position.
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 The current Call Receiver Academy began on January 4th. During the hiring process
there were only six candidates identified as suitable trainees.
 HR will begin recruiting in April for the next Call Receiver Academy scheduled to begin
in September.
 As of yesterday Valley Com is down 8.5 (including the 4 approved over hires)
positions. Our most recent separation was with a relatively new Call Receiver citing
reason as schedule and effect of stress due to the nature of the calls.
Discussion was held on the hiring process and the reorganization of certain testing to
possibly catch candidates that may not be a fit sooner.
 Both VCCEA and the Supervisor Guilds 3 year contracts have been approved and
executed.
2015 Call Counts. Director Ueland distributed data showing Valley Coms call count position
among the 12 PSAPs within the County, setting VC as the second highest in volume behind
Seattle. The call count only relates to 911 calls, the 10 digit calls were not included.
King County E-911 Strategic Plan Scoping Committee. Director Ueland has been named
Chair of the PCT (Project Coordination Team) that will be supporting the Leadership Group,
which Mayor Law holds a seat on. The scope of the SPSC is to recommend a strategic
planning process to the RPC, Council and KC Executive for the regional E-911 system by
May 31st. The PCT has been meeting weekly since mid-December and has already adopted
a Charter and is in the process of hiring a facilitator. The Leadership Group is expected to
meet in mdi-March, mid-April and mid-May.
PSERN. Director Ueland passed out and discussed the PSERN Project Status Summary as
of January 20, 2016. She also stated the monthly 90 minute meetings may move to twice a
month; Motorola has become more responsive to the project after receiving a letter of not
meeting deliverables and overall the project is behind schedule.
Public Records Request. Valley Com received a rescind notification of the large public
disclosure request discussed last month, earlier this week. Most of the cities around the
table had also received notification of the same.
There was continued discussion on PDR House Bill 2576 which VCC and APCO both support
that was passed out of committee yesterday in Olympia. Director Ueland stated while it does
not take care of the PDR issues it is a start in the right direction and urged all to continue
talking to legislators and request support of this bill.
Interlocal and Agency Contracts. VCC has not updated its ILA since 2000 nor the contract
between VCC and each agency/city since 1997. Recently a customer requested an update
with current verbiage including terms of insurance and hold harmless language. With support
from the Board, Pacifica Law Group will update both and send to cities for formal council
approval.
CAD. Earlier this week there were multiple hardware failures in the networking equipment
that supports CAD. The com room operations were not affected and if there were any
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interruptions to field units it was brief. The IT department is investigating as to what caused
the 30 minute disturbance.
Director Ueland along with Technical Services Manager Meitzler and a couple of IT staff will
be attending the TriTech conference (recent purchaser of Tiburon) where she plans to meet
with Executive leadership to discuss the short and long range options with the existing
Tiburon CAD system.
Action Items by Consent. Mayor Law moved to approve including minutes from the
December 4, 2015 meeting. Mayor Backus seconded. Motion passed.
Mayor Ferrell stated the next meeting will be March 4, 2016.
With no further business, Mayor Ferrell adjourned the meeting at 1032 hours.

Respectfully submitted,
Mary Sue Robey,
Administrative Services Manager
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Project Approval Process

Background:
Valley Com requires many complex computer and technical systems to support its mission. In addition,
the building itself is in its 14th year and the facility and its systems are requiring more and more
attention and upkeep. Finally, of the 130 employees, 18 are assigned to Administration and only seven
are in the Tech Services Department, which is charged with supporting the various technical and facility
related systems.
Valley Com must ensure systems and the facility remain in good working order now and in the future.
Customer agencies integrate with VCC at two key intersections: Operations (how 911 calls are
interrogated for prioritization and dispatched) and Technical (CAD and its programming, fire service
paging, GIS, mobile data functionality and connectivity). Requests for changes and integration of
additional services that affect Valley Com’s Operations and Tech Services Departments impact our
project schedule and must be closely coordinated to be efficient with personnel resources, finances and
time.
Purpose:
To allow for a thorough review of external requests requiring VCC resources and assess impacts to the
project schedule. Valley Com should not engage in projects without reliable, sustainable commitment
to completion of the project. To allow for more collaboration among agencies and VCC, reducing
independent implementation and instead create more system‐wide opportunities. To establish or re‐
assess project priorities.1
Definitions:
Project – Any operational or technical change to VCC. Examples include






Applications requiring interface or integration to existing systems
Introduction of stand‐alone applications
Changes in policy or practice that affect com room work flow
Changes in service area
Other requests as determined by VCC

Project Champion/Sponsor – single point of contact within an agency. This person will assist in
presenting the project to the stakeholder groups.
Project Request Document – an internal document created and used by VCC
Stakeholder Group – may include one or more of the following groups:

1

Advisory Committee on Technology (ACT)

Purpose statement from VCC 2010 Strategic Positioning Plan
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Draft Project Approval Process
03/04/16 Admin Board

Project Approval Process






Patrol Commanders
Z3 Ops Chiefs
Operating Board
Administration Board

Process:
The requesting agency provides an introductory proposal which includes a brief description of the
project, the business need and the timeline needed for implementation. VCC and Project Sponsor
review the project to determine baseline information and complete a Project Request Document.
VCC further evaluates the request to determine the following:









Level of effort required
Will proposed solution meet expected outcomes
Potential for discipline‐wide/Center‐wide implementation
Does solution introduce other issues
Operational and technical impacts
Estimated project timeline for implementation
Ongoing support requirements
Ability to support project; personnel, finance, current project schedule

VCC prepares and presents recommendation to Project Sponsor, reviewing results of evaluation and
supporting documentation. If determined project is feasible and warrants more exploring, further
analysis will be conducted by the Project Sponsor and/or VCC to prepare a scope of work draft.
VCC and Project Sponsor will present project to appropriate stakeholder group(s) informing them of
project details including scope, cost, timelines, and impacts to schedule, if any. The stakeholder group
makes a recommendation whether to approve or not approve the project to the next group with the
Administration Board making the final determination.
Projects and requests that are deemed by VCC to be minor in scope and do not adversely impact
Operations, Tech Services or the schedule, may be approved and implemented without further process.

Presented to Z3 Ops Chiefs on 1/26/16; no changes requested
Presented to Patrol Commanders on 2/3/16; no changes requested
Presented to Ops Board on 2/25/16; recommended for Admin Board adoption
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